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Rubrocerebellar Feedback Loop Isolates the Interposed
Nucleus as an Independent Processor of Corollary Discharge
Information in Mice
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Understanding cerebellar contributions to motor coordination requires deeper insight into how the output structures of the cerebellum,
the cerebellar nuclei, integrate their inputs and influence downstream motor pathways. The magnocellular red nucleus (RNm), a brain-
stem premotor structure, is a major target of the interposed nucleus (IN), and has also been described in previous studies to send feedback
collaterals to the cerebellum. Because such a pathway is in a key position to provide motor efferent information to the cerebellum,
satisfying predictions about the use of corollary discharge in cerebellar computations, we studied it in mice of both sexes. Using antero-
grade viral tracing, we show that innervation of cerebellum by rubrospinal neuron collaterals is remarkably selective for the IN compared
with the cerebellar cortex. Optogenetic activation of the pathway in acute mouse brain slices drove IN activity despite small amplitude
synaptic currents, suggesting an active role in IN information processing. Monosynaptic transsynaptic rabies tracing indicated the
pathway contacts multiple cell types within the IN. By contrast, IN inputs to the RNm targeted a region that lacked inhibitory neurons.
Optogenetic drive of IN inputs to the RNm revealed strong, direct excitation but no inhibition of RNm neurons. Together, these data
indicate that the cerebellar nuclei are under afferent control independent of the cerebellar cortex, potentially diversifying its roles in
motor control.
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Introduction
Prominent theories of cerebellar contributions to motor control
propose that the cerebellum computes a prediction of body kine-

matics, termed a forward model (Kawato and Gomi, 1992; Wol-
pert et al., 1998). Because sensory feedback is too slow to guide
most fast movements, forward models provide a framework for
online motor corrections, facilitating fast and accurate move-
ments. Evidence that the cerebellum is a source of predictive
coding has accumulated in recent years (Pasalar et al., 2006; Her-
zfeld et al., 2015), raising the question of how this computation is
made. Outgoing motor commands, communicated via corollary
discharge pathways, are essential to compute a forward model
(Wolpert, 1997). Many inputs to the cerebellum are thought to
convey a mix of both sensory and motor information. However,
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Significance Statement

The common assumption that all cerebellar mossy fibers uniformly collateralize to the cerebellar nuclei and cortex underlies
classic models of convergent Purkinje influence on cerebellar output. Specifically, mossy fibers are thought to both directly excite
nuclear neurons and drive polysynaptic feedforward inhibition via Purkinje neurons, setting up a fundamental computational
unit. Here we present data that challenge this rule. A dedicated cerebellar nuclear afferent comprised of feedback collaterals from
premotor rubrospinal neurons can directly modulate IN output independent of Purkinje cell modulation. In contrast to the
IN-RNm pathway, the RNm-IN feedback pathway targets multiple cell types, potentially influencing both motor output pathways
and nucleo-olivary feedback.
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cerebellar inputs arising from the magnocellular region of the red
nucleus (RNm) are an interesting candidate likely to provide the
cerebellum with real time motor information (Brodal and Gos-
tad, 1954; Courville and Brodal, 1966; Anderson, 1971; Eccles et
al., 1975; Huisman et al., 1983).

The RNm is a premotor structure that projects directly to
motor neurons and premotor pools in the spinal cord that inner-
vate limb musculature (Murray and Gurule, 1979; Huisman et
al., 1981; Kohlerman et al., 1982; Gibson et al., 1985). Dual-color
retrograde dye injections into the spinal cord and cerebellar in-
terposed nucleus (IN) revealed colabeled neurons in the RNm,
suggesting that RNm projections to the cerebellum are collaterals
of the rubrospinal tract, potentially providing the cerebellum
with another source of corollary discharge information (Huis-
man et al., 1983). However, there is debate whether RNm projects
mainly to the cerebellar cortex, the IN or both (Hinman and
Carpenter, 1959; Courville and Brodal, 1966; Courville, 1968;
Huisman et al., 1983; Naus et al., 1984; Walberg and Dietrichs,
1986). Indeed, if RNm projects mainly to the cerebellar nuclei it
would be in a position to facilitate computations independent of
the cerebellar cortex, potentially setting up a comparator circuit
with convergent Purkinje afferents. Because the rubrocerebellar
pathway has only been examined using retrograde tracing, this
debate has gone largely unresolved. Although it is often assumed
that excitatory innervation of the cerebellar nuclei is dominated
by collaterals of precerebellar afferents producing either mossy
fibers or climbing fibers, the literature on single cell fills of mossy
fibers reveals large heterogeneity in the degree of collateralization
of mossy fibers to the nuclei (Wu et al., 1999; Quy et al., 2011; Luo
and Sugihara, 2014).

Of course, RNm is also a major target of cerebellar output.
Therefore, a projection back to the IN would form a reciprocal
loop between these two structures. Previous studies have shown
that ablation of cerebellar cortical inhibition causes prolonged
depolarization of IN neurons, suggestive of a reverberating cir-
cuit between IN and its targets (Tsukahara et al., 1983). More-
over, excitatory feedback loops are seen throughout the motor
system and are important for models of neural control of move-
ment (Cannon et al., 1983; Anastasio and Robinson, 1989; Houk
et al., 1993). However, because the IN and RNm contain multiple
cell types, including both excitatory and inhibitory neurons, the
nature of the reciprocal circuitry between these structures was
unclear, particularly for the rubrocerebellar pathway.

In the current study, we investigated the feedback loop
between the RNm and the cerebellum, using a variety of viral
tracing methods, slice electrophysiology, and optogenetics. We
focused on differences between innervation patterns of cerebellar
cortex and nuclei, the cell types engaged by feedback pathways,
and the short-term plasticity characteristics of the rubrocerebel-
lar and cerebello-rubral pathways. Our results on the RNm-IN
loop point to the cerebellar nuclei as an independent locus for
cerebellar processing and provide evidence suggesting different
computational hubs within the cerebellum, because of different
precerebellar innervation patterns of nuclei and cortex.

Materials and Methods
Animals
All procedures followed the National Institutes of Health Guidelines and
were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at
the University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus. Animals were
housed in an environmentally controlled room, kept on a 12 h light/dark
cycle and had ad libitum access to food and water. Adult mice of either sex
were used in all experiments. Genotypes used were C57BL/6 (Charles

River Laboratories), Neurotensin receptor1-Cre [Ntsr1-Cre; Mutant
Mouse Regional Resource Center, STOCK Tg(Ntsr1-cre) GN220Gsat/
Mmucd], GlyT2.eGFP [Salk Institute; Zeilhofer et al., 2005; Tg(Slc6a5-
EGFP)13Uze], Gad1-Cre (Higo et al., 2009), and Ai14 mice (The Jackson
Laboratory; Gt(ROSA)26Sor tm14(CAG-tdTomato)Hze]. All transgenic
animals were bred on a C57BL/6 background and maintained as
heterozygotes. Ntsr1.Cre and Gad1.Cre animals were genotyped for Cre,
and GlyT2.eGFP animals were genotyped for eGFP (Transnetyx).

Biotinylated dextran amine injections
For all surgical procedures mice were anesthetized with intraperitoneal
injections of a ketamine hydrochloride (100 mg/kg) and xylazine
(10 mg/kg) cocktail, placed in a stereotaxic apparatus, and prepared for
surgery with a scalp incision. For RNm injections, craniotomies were
made bilaterally above the RNm injections (from bregma: �3.5 mm, 0.6
mm lateral, 3.6 mm ventral). For IN injections, bilateral injections were
made at lambda: �2.0 mm posterior, 1.5 mm lateral, 2.3 mm ventral.
Iontophoretic injections of 10% biotinylated 10,000 dextran amine
(BDA; Invitrogen) were administered using a pulled glass pipette (30 – 40
�m tip diameter) at 5– 6.5 �A for 8 –10 min and a 50:50 duty cycle. Mice
were allowed to survive for 7–14 d before sacrifice.

Virus injections
Retrograde viral tracing of rubrocerebellar pathway. Craniotomies were made
over the RNm and IN in C57BL/6 mice. AAV8.mCherry.Cre (200 nl; Uni-
versity of North Carolina [UNC] Vector Core) was injected bilaterally in
the RNm, along with bilateral injection of AAV1.CAG.Flex.eGFP.WPRE.bGH
(AAV1.Flex.eGFP; University of Pennsylvania Vector Core) into the IN.
Animals were allowed to survive for 14–21 d before perfusion.

Anterograde tracing of RNm-IN pathway. Bilateral pressure injections
of 150 –250 nl of either AAV1.hSyn1.mCherry (UNC Vector Core) or
AAV1.hSyn1.eYFP (UNC Vector Core) were made into the RNm in
C57BL/6 mice. All mice injected with AAVs were housed postoperatively
for 4 – 6 weeks before perfusion to allow for viral expression throughout
the entirety of the axonal arbor.

Anterograde viral tracing of IN-RNm afferents. Bilateral pressure injec-
tionsofeitherAAV1.hSyn1.mCherry(UNCVectorCore)orAAV1.hSyn1.
eYFP (UNC Vector Core) were made in the IN of C57BL/6, GlyT2.eGFP,
or Gad1-Cre mice. In a subset of experiments, AAV1.CAG.FLEX.eGFP
injections were made into the IN of Gad1-Cre mice to label GABAergic
neurons. Mice were housed postoperatively for 6 weeks before perfusion.

Anterograde viral tracing of pontocerebellar pathway. Bilateral pressure
injections of AAV1.hSyn1.eYFP (UNC Vector Core) were made into the
basilar pontine nuclei, with injection coordinates (from bregma) �4.0 to
4.5 mm, 0.4 mm lateral, and 5.5 mm ventral. Mice were housed postop-
eratively for 4 – 6 weeks before perfusion.

Monosynaptic rabies retrograde tracing. AAV1.EF1.Flex.TVA.mCherry
(UNC Vector Core; Watabe-Uchida et al., 2012) and AAV9.Flex.H2B.
GFP.2A.oG (Salk Gene Transfer, Targeting and Therapeutics Core; Kim
et al., 2016) were injected unilaterally into the interposed nucleus of
Ntsr1-Cre and Gad1-Cre mice. After a 6 week incubation, a third injec-
tion of EnvA.SAD�G.eGFP virus was made into the same interposed
nucleus (Salk Gene Transfer, Targeting and Therapeutics Core; Wicker-
sham et al., 2007; Wall et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2016). Mice were killed after
an additional week and prepared for histological examination.

Tissue preparation for light microscopy
Mice were overdosed with an intraperitoneal injection of a sodium pen-
tobarbital solution, Fatal Plus (Vortech Pharmaceuticals), and perfused
transcardially with 0.9% saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde.
Brains and spinal cords were removed and postfixed for at least 24 h then
cryoprotected in 30% sucrose. Tissue was sliced in 40 �m serial coronal
sections using a freezing microtome and stored in 0.1 M PB.

Immunohistochemistry
Floating sections spanning the cerebellum to midbrain were rinsed in a
permeabilization solution to increase tissue penetration (1 h; 0.1 M PB,
0.15 M NaCl, 0.3% Triton X-100, and 1% bovine serum Albumin). To
visualize BDA, sections were incubated with streptavidin conjugated to
AlexaFluor 488 or 555 (Life Technologies) diluted 1:100 in 0.1 M PB for
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2 h followed by three washes in PB (10 min each). Mounted sections were
coverslipped and mounted in Fluoromount-G (SouthernBiotech). Tis-
sue processed for Nissl was incubated in a 1:500 dilution of Neurotrace
Fluorescent Nissl stain (Life Technologies) for 20 min followed by a 10
min rinse in PB with 0.3% Triton X.

Imaging
Confocal images of immunolabeled sections were obtained using either a
Zeiss Axioskop 2 running LSM5 Pascal or a Zeiss Observer.Z1 3i Mari-
anas Spinning Disk microscope equipped with an Evolve camera running
Slidebook software (Intelligent Innovations). Pixel intensity histograms
were adjusted using ImageJ.

To quantify innervation of the IN relative to the cerebellar cortex for
RNm (n � 3) and basilar pontine nuclei (n � 3), we imaged five repre-
sentative cerebellar sections along the anterior–posterior axis (from
bregma: �6.96, �6.64, �6.36, �6.00, �5.88 mm) for mossy fiber rosette
(MFR) analysis in the granule cell layer (GCL) and three representative
sections for IN (from bregma: �6.64, �6.36, �6.00 mm). Montage im-
ages of the entire cerebellar cortex within a section (4 �m stacks) were
collected on a spinning disc confocal microscope, with a 40� objective.
All imaged MFRs in the GCL and boutons in the IN were counted and
mapped in ImageJ. We measured imaged areas in MATLAB to compute
imaged volume. The density of rosettes and boutons was computed from
the total counts normalized to the volume of each imaged stack for GCL
and IN independently. We estimated the total volume of the GCL and
IN-containing boutons by multiplying average areas of adjacent samples
with the distance between samples. Total MFRs and boutons were then
estimated using average density measurements and the estimated
volume.

Electrophysiology
Virus injections. Before recording, C57BL/6 mice (1–2 months old) were
injected with AAV1.hSyn1.ChR2(H134R).mCherry bilaterally in either
the IN or RNm using the coordinates described for anatomical tracing.
Mice were used after 6 – 8 weeks to allow expression strong enough to be
detected in distal structures.

Slice preparation. Animals were sedated with isoflurane before per-
fusion. Animals were perfused with cold (0 –2°) oxygenated (95%
O2–5%CO2) sucrose cutting solution containing the following (in mM):
2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 7 dextrose, 1.3 Na-(L) ascorbate,
3 Na-pyruvate, 210 sucrose, 7 MgCl2, and 0.5 CaCl2. Sections (300 �m)
of either cerebellum or red nucleus were cut in the coronal plane on a
Leica Z1000 Vibratome. Tissue was then transferred to an oxygenated
holding solution (37°) containing the following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5
KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 10 dextrose, 1.3 Na
L-ascorbate, and 3 Na L-pyruvate.

In vitro recordings. Forty-five to 60 min after slicing, tissue was trans-
ferred to the recording chamber. Oxygenated Tyrodes solution was per-
fused over the slice at 3 ml/min and contained the following (in mM): 125
NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 1.5 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, and 12.5
dextrose. In RNm recordings only, extracellular solution was supple-
mented with 3 sodium L-pyruvate (Zhao et al., 2011). Slices were
perfused with warmed (30°C) solution and visualized with a Zeiss Ax-
ioExaminer equipped with an LED system for optogenetic stimulation
through the objective (CoolLED). Axons were stimulated optogeneti-
cally with 1–2 ms light pulses with a measured power of 15.5 mW (0.96
mW/mm 2) at 473 nm. Axons were electrically stimulated with a concen-
tric bipolar stimulating electrode (FHC) connected to an Iso-Flex stim-
ulation isolation unit (0.1 ms stimulus duration; 0.5–3 V). Pulled glass
patch electrodes (2–3.5 M�; Sutter Instruments, P-97) were filled with
either K-gluconate based internal solutions or Cs �-based internal solu-
tions. K-gluconate-based internal solution contained the following (in
mM): 130 K-gluconate, 2 Na-gluconate, 4 NaCl, 2 MgCl2, 1 EGTA, 10
HEPES, 4 sucrose, 14 TRIS creatine phosphate, 4 Mg-ATP, and 0.3 Mg-
GTP. Recordings done with Cs �-based internal solution contained the
following (in mM): 125 Cs-methanesulfonate, 10 HEPES, 0.5 EGTA, 8
NaCl,10 Na-phosphocreatine, 1 QX-314, 4 Mg-ATP, and 0.4 Na-GTP.
Whole-cell recordings were made in current-clamp and voltage-clamp
mode, low-pass filtered at 6 kHz, and amplified with a MultiClamp 700B,

partially compensated for series resistance, digitized at 10 –20 kHz with a
Digidata 1440A digitizer and acquired with pClamp acquisition software
(Molecular Devices). Blockade of neurotransmitter receptors was
achieved with bath application of 10 �M RS-CPP (Tocris Bioscience) for
NMDAR-mediated currents, 10 �M DNQX (Tocris Bioscience) for
AMPAR-mediated currents, and 10 �M SR95531 (Tocris Bioscience)
for GABAAR-mediated currents. Data were analyzed with custom rou-
tines and the Neuromatic package (ThinkRandom) in IGOR Pro
(Wavemetrics). For analysis of tonic excitatory currents, the difference
between total current and the phasic current, computed relative to the
average baseline current 1 ms before each stimulus pulse, was calculated.

Experimental design and statistics
The present study was designed to investigate the organization and
functional properties of the anatomical loop between the RNm and

Figure 1. The rubrospinal tract collateralizes to the interposed nucleus. A, Schematic of
experiment. The cre-expressing virus AAV8.hSyn1.mCherry.Cre was injected into the RN and a
Cre-dependent retrogradely transported virus, AAV1.CAG.Flex.eGFP, was injected into the IN to
label IN-projecting neurons in the RN. B, Example coronal section showing GFP expression in the
RNm (�3.80 mm from bregma; n � 7). Scale bar, 200 �m. C, GFP-expressing axons in the
rubrospinal tract at C5 level of the spinal cord. Scale bar, 10 �m. D, GFP-expressing axon
terminals in the ventral horn gray matter at the C5–C7 level (n � 4). Scale bar, 10 �m. RST,
Rubrospinal tract; CE, cervical enlargement; 3V, third ventricle.
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IN. Anatomical observations include between
three and six specimen to ensure reliability of
innervation patterns. Physiological observa-
tions that involved paired t tests were used;
normality requirements were followed and
were performed in Excel. Within sample t tests
comparing baseline firing rate and stimulus re-
sponse rate were used to determine responsiv-
ity to stimulus trains and included at least 10
observations per cell (see Fig. 4). Regression
analysis was performed relating measured
tonic current with firing rate changes in IN
neurons.

Results
Rubrospinal tract provides corollary
discharge information to the cerebellum
Cerebellar internal model computations
are hypothesized to require corollary dis-
charge (CD), carried via mossy fibers.
One potential source of this information
is spinal-projecting premotor neurons
such as those in RNm. Indeed, a previous
report using dual retrograde tracing from
the cerebellum and spinal cord suggested
that rubrospinal neurons collateralize to
innervate the cerebellar nuclei (Huisman
et al., 1983). To study the cellular compo-
sition of this pathway, we used a dual virus
labeling strategy that, as opposed to more
widely used retrograde tracing methods,
permitted specific visualization of pro-
jection patterns of IN-projecting RNm
neurons. To achieve this specificity, we in-
jected a Cre-expressing virus into the
RNm and a retrogradely transported Cre-
dependent reporter virus into the IN (Fig.
1A). We had previously shown retrograde
capacity of AAV1.CAG.Flex.eGFP (Houck
and Person, 2015) and therefore injected
it into the IN along with AAV8.hSyn1.
mCherry.Cre into the RNm of wild-type
mice (n � 8). We anticipated this method
would selectively label Cre-expressing
RNm neurons projecting to the IN. As ex-
pected, following a 2– 4 week survival
time, cells in the RNm expressed GFP, corroborating previous
observations of the RNm projection to the IN (Fig. 1B). We next
examined whether and where IN-projecting RNm cells termi-
nated in the spinal cord. Coronal sections of rostral spinal cord
extending through the cervical enlargement (C1–C7 levels) re-
vealed axons in the rubrospinal tract expressing robust GFP (Fig.
1C). Labeled rubrospinal axons coursed through the cervical en-
largement where they ramified in the gray matter (Fig. 1D; n � 3).
These observations confirm previous findings from Huisman et al.
(1983) that RNm rubrospinal neurons collateralize to innervate the
interposed nucleus of the cerebellum, providing a likely source of
CD information.

Consistent with the notion that IN-projecting RNm neurons
were rubrospinal neurons, the somata of labeled RNm neurons
were large, with an average diameter of 23.0 � 5.2 �m (n � 48
cells, 4 animals). Cell size ranged from 14.9 to 40.1 �m, typical of
the range of cell sizes that exist in the spinal-projecting region
of the RNm (Reid et al., 1975). Although somata were labeled

throughout the rostral-caudal extent of RNm, they did not ap-
pear in the parvocellular RN (RNp), as indicated by Nissl stain-
ing, which helped delineate RNm from surrounding regions.
Together, these data confirm that RNm projects to the cerebel-
lum via premotor rubrospinal axon collaterals.

Preferential targeting of IN by the rubrocerebellar pathway
A majority of excitatory afferents to the IN are assumed to be
collaterals of mossy fibers (Chan-Palay, 1977), suggesting that the
rubrocerebellar pathway might carry CD information to the cer-
ebellar cortex as well as IN. To investigate this idea, we injected
RNm directly with AAV1.hSyn1.mCherry (Fig. 2A), to antero-
gradely label of the rubrocerebellar pathway. Interestingly, RNm
afferents almost exclusively targeted IN, with very few mossy fi-
bers in the cerebellar cortex (Figs. 2B–D, 3A) and very little in-
nervation of other cerebellar nuclei (Figs. 2B–D, 3A).

To contrast this innervation pattern with another known
source of mossy fibers carrying motor information, we injected

Figure 2. Preferential targeting of IN by the rubrocerebellar pathway. A, Representative injection of AAV.hSyn.eYFP into RNm.
Overlaid RN injection sites are mapped. B, Representative coronal section of the cerebellum following AAV1.hSyn1.eYFP injection
into the RNm. Dense terminal labeling is restricted to the IN with very sparse MFR label in the cortex (n � 3). Scale, 200 microns.
C, Higher magnification images of paraflocculous, Crus 1, cerebellar cortical lobules 4/5 and 6, after AAV injections into RNm. Scale
bar, 5 �m. D, Representative example of lateral, interposed, and medial nucleus after AAV injection into RNm Scale bar, 10 �m.
E, Representative injection of AAV.hSyn.eYFP into BPN. Overlaid BPN injection sites are mapped. F, Representative coronal section
through the cerebellum following AAV1.hSyn1.eYFP injection into BPN showing dense MFR labeling in the cerebellar cortex with
few terminals in the interposed nuclei (n � 3) Scale 200 microns. G, Higher magnification images of paraflocculous, Crus 1,
cerebellar cortical lobules 4/5 and 6, after AAV injections into BPN. Scale bar, 5 �m. H, Representative example of lateral,
interposed, and medial nucleus after AAV injection into BPN. Scale bar, 10 �m. INb, Interposed nucleus boutons; PFL, parafloccu-
lus; CB6, cerebellar cortex 6; LN, lateral nucleus; MN, medial nucleus; CB4/5, cerebellar cortex 4/5.
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the basilar pontine nuclei (BPN; Fig. 2E) and traced fibers to the
cerebellum. Consistent with many previous reports, the pontine
nuclei densely ramified in the cerebellar cortex, producing vast
numbers of MFRs (Figs. 2F,G, 3; Gerrits and Voogd, 1987;
Brodal and Bjaalie, 1992; Shinoda et al., 1992; Huang et al., 2013).
As expected from the view that mossy fibers collateralize to the
cerebellar nuclei, terminal boutons were consistently seen in the
IN, as well as lateral and medial nuclei (Fig. 2H).

We next quantified the number and density of axonal endings
in the IN and throughout the cerebellar cortex following RNm
and BPN injections, mapping every MFR and IN bouton from
three injections along a 1.1 mm anterior–posterior extent of the
entire cerebellar hemisphere contralateral to the injection site.
The cortical regions quantified included Crus I, Crus II, simple,
paramedian, flocculus, paraflocculus, and lobules 1–10. Data
are plotted for representative cases in Figure 3A. We did not

observe any clear topography of RNm MFRs in the cerebellar
cortex in the areas we quantified, with isolated rosettes appearing
in lobules 2– 6, 8, Crus I, Crus II, and simple. We observed no
deviation from this extreme sparseness beyond the cortical range
quantified, accounting for the entirety of the cerebellar cortex.

Within the IN, RNm afferents produced more boutons than
BPN, despite comparable estimates of the fraction of the struc-
ture injected (	90% BPN, 	90% RNm; Fig. 3). In the sampled
volume (three 40 �m sections spanning the anterior–posterior
extent of the IN), we counted 4466 � 3794 boutons following
RNm injections (SD; n � 3), whereas the same volume of IN
contained just 1881 � 1377 labeled boutons following BPN in-
jections (SD; n � 3). By contrast, BPN injections labeled
10,611 � 3710 MFRs (SD; n � 3), in the sampled volume (five 40
�m sections spanning 1.1 mm anterior–posterior) within the
cerebellar cortex, whereas RNm injections labeled only 124 � 65
(SD; n � 3).

To further characterize this differential targeting, we com-
puted the “innervation ratio” describing the relative input to the
IN vs the cerebellar cortex (Fig. 3B,C; see Materials and Meth-
ods). Briefly, we computed the density of MFRs or boutons
counted in the GCL and IN, respectively, then scaled these values
to the total volume of these structures to estimate the total num-
ber of MFRs and boutons labeled. Using this method, RNm af-
ferents produced an estimated 31.8 � 9.6 boutons in IN for every
1 MFR (Fig. 3B, black bar). Conversely, BPN afferents produced

1 IN bouton for every 4.8 � 0.2 MFRs (Fig. 3B, gray bars; n �
3). To account for the fact that MFRs make conservatively 
12
synapses per rosette, we calculated the synaptic innervation ratio
weighted for the synaptic density of mossy fiber rosettes. Even
taking into account multiple synapses per rosette, RNm afferents
produced more synapses in the IN compared with the cerebellar
cortex (synaptic innervation ratio, 2.6 � 0.8 IN boutons for every
MF synapse; Fig. 3C, black bar; n � 3). Not surprisingly, the
dominance of BPN input to the cortex was augmented, with

53.8 � 1.8 MF synapses/IN bouton (Fig. 3C, gray bar; n � 3).
These findings reveal that precerebellar afferents differentially
target the cerebellar cortex and cerebellar nuclei.

Red nucleus afferents contact both inhibitory and excitatory
cells in the cerebellar nuclei
To address the potential role of rubrocerebellar afferents to the
IN, we examined which cell types within the IN are contacted by
the pathway. We used G-deleted rabies virus targeted to specific
cell types under the control of Cre-recombinase (EnvA.SAD�G.
eGFP; Wickersham et al., 2007; Wall et al., 2010). This method
restricts transsynaptic retrograde label to presynaptic partners of
Cre-expressing neurons (Fig. 4A). To identify presynaptic part-
ners of premotor excitatory output neurons in the IN, we used
Ntsr1-Cre gn220 transgenic mice, as previously characterized
(Houck and Person, 2015). To identify presynaptic partners of
GABAergic IN neurons, we used Gad1-Cre transgenic mice
(Higo et al., 2009). We expressed Cre-dependent avian glycopro-
tein EnvA receptor, TVA, and the optimized glycoprotein (oG)
required for rabies transsynaptic infection with injections of
AAV1.Flex.TVA.mCherry and AAV9.Flex.H2B.GFP.2A.oG into
either Ntsr1-Cre or Gad1-Cre mice (Fig. 4B,D). TVA.mCherry
as well as nuclear GFP in oG-expressing cells was observed in the
IN of Ntsr1-Cre (Fig. 4B,C,F; n � 7) and Gad1-Cre mice (n � 4;
Fig. 4D–F). Although the density of putative starter cells differed
between preparations, we observed strong eGFP expression in
somata and dendrites following injections in both transgenic
mouse lines, indicative of rubrocerebellar afferents synapsing on

Figure 3. Quantification of differential RNm and BPN innervation of cerebellar cortex and
nuclei. A, Mapped MFRs and INb following injections into either BPN (black) or RNm (red). MFR
and INb were mapped in five sections through a 1.1 mm anterior–posterior extent of the
cerebellum and scaled based on calculated volume of either the cerebellar cortex or nuclei.
B, Ratio of the scaled cortical MFRs to INb following BPN injections (gray; n � 3) and RNm
injections (black; n � 3) were calculated. BPN produced (avg � SEM) 4.8 � 0.2 MFR for every
one INb; RNm produced 31.8 � 9.6 INb for every one MFR. C, Synaptic innervation ratio plotted
for BPN and RNm afferents considering every MFR makes conservatively 12 synapses. Calculated
BPN synaptic ratio was 53.8�1.8 MF synapses for every one INb. Calculated RNm synaptic ratio
was 2.6 � 0.8 INb for every one MF synapse. INb, interposed nucleus boutons.
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both cell types (Fig. 4F; n � 4/4 Gad1-Cre;
n � 1/7 Ntsr1-Cre). The efficacy of Cre-
driven expression of TVA and oG differed
between the mouse lines and between
specimen precluding meaningful quanti-
tative comparisons of retrograde label.
However, retrograde label in RNm is
mapped for representative cases illustrat-
ing the range of label observed following
injections into the IN (Fig. 4F) illustrating
the distribution of labeled neurons through-
out the anterior–posterior extent of
RNm. Together, these results indicate
that the rubrocerebellar pathway contacts
diverse cell types within the IN.

Physiological properties of
rubrocerebellar afferents
Excitatory afferents to the cerebellar
nuclei are in an important position to
modulate responses to inhibitory Pur-
kinje neurons, which also converge in the
nuclei. Because RNm afferents targeted
the IN specifically, we used optogenetics
to specifically target and manipulate RNm
terminal activity within the IN asking
whether these inputs could modulate IN
output directly. A cell-filling construct
AAV1.hSyn1.ChR2.mCherry was injected
into the RNm 6 weeks before recording.
We recorded from 73 adult IN neurons in
the vicinity of mCherry-expressing fibers
in whole-cell and cell-attached modes
(Fig. 5), and observed light-evoked re-
sponses in a minority of them (n � 17).

In whole-cell, voltage-clamp mode,
short-latency (1.3 � 0.2 ms from pulse
onset) light-evoked EPSCs averaged 16.9 �
3.5 pA (n � 12) on the first pulse. EPSCs
were sensitive to glutamate receptor an-
tagonists DNQX and CPP (10 �M), reduc-
ing amplitudes by 78.9 � 3.8% of control
(Fig. 5B; n � 6). In a majority of cells,
trains of light pulses at 20 or 50 Hz evoked
EPSCs that facilitated (n � 8/12), reach-
ing 152 � 20% of the initial amplitude by
pulse 10. In the remaining four neurons,
EPSCs depressed to 58 � 14% of their ini-
tial amplitude (Fig. 5C,D; n � 4/12). We
also noted diversity in the amount of tonic
excitatory current (current that does not
fully decay between stimuli) that devel-
oped over the course of a 50 Hz train,
which accounted for an average of 23.4 �
5.6% of the total current by the end of the
train (range, 7.0 – 61.4%). To relate these
observations of synaptic properties to
the capacity of the afferent to drive activity in IN neurons, we
delivered trains of light stimuli in current-clamp mode or in
the cell-attached configuration. In neurons that showed a sig-
nificant response to 50 Hz trains of light pulses, firing rates
increased an average of 12.3 � 5.2%, n � 12, but showed a
wide range of responsivity, ranging from increases between

1.3% to 67% (Fig. 5 E, F; p � 0.05 paired t test for individual
cells).

We were curious whether synaptic properties could be linked
to the capacity of the input to drive firing and reasoned that the
tonic current that developed in some neurons might account for
increased excitatory drive, as has been shown in dynamic clamp

Figure 4. Rubrocerebellar pathway contacts multiple cell types in IN. A, Schematic of monosynaptic rabies viral tracing strategy
illustrating coinjection of AAV1.Flex.TVA.mCherry and AAV9.Flex.H2b.GFP.2A.oG into the IN. Following 6 weeks for expression,
EnvA.SAD�G.eGFP was also injected into the IN. B, IN injection site demonstrating sparse label of both TVA and EnvA.SAD�G.eGFP
in Ntsr1-Cre mouse. Inset, Neuron colabeled with TVA-mCherry and eGFP (n �7). Scale bar, 100 �m. C, High-magnification image
of transsynaptic retrograde label in RNm. Scale bar, 10 �m. Inset, Low-power image of RNm. Scale bar, 100 �m. D, IN injection site
demonstrating sparse label of both TVA and EnvA.SAD�G.eGFP in Gad1-Cre animal (n � 4). Inset, Neuron colabeled with TVA-
mCherry and eGFP. Scale bar, 100 �m. E, High-magnification image of trans-synaptic retrograde label in RNm. Scale bar, 10 �m.
Inset, Low-power image of RNm counterstained with Nissl. Scale bar, 100 �m. F, Map of retrograde label illustrating range of label
observed in Gad1-Cre (blue and black) and Ntsr1-Cre mice (red).
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studies in the nuclei (Gauck and Jaeger, 2003). Regression anal-
ysis supports this idea: the tonic current amplitude at the end of a
500 ms 50 Hz pulse train was strongly correlated with the capacity
of the input to drive increases in firing rate during a 50 Hz stim-
ulus train (correlation coefficient � 0.97; R 2 � 0.96; F � 96.6,
df � 5, n � 7), and better accounted for firing rate changes than
phasic excitatory current (R 2 � 0.61). Summation of tonic cur-
rent likely accounts for the slight depolarization of the baseline
during a 50 Hz train of the neuron shown in Figure 5E. These data
indicate that RNm afferents can drive activity in IN and reveal a
role for tonic excitatory current in effectively driving increases in
firing rate in nuclear neurons.

Previous studies have shown that the spike width of neurons
in the IN can be used to differentiate cell types (Uusisaari et al.,
2007; Najac and Raman, 2015). We therefore measured the
spike-width at half-maximum amplitude of all neurons in which
we observed a response in whole-cell current-clamp mode. In
keeping with our anatomical observations that RNm afferents
contact multiple cell types, we measured spike widths from 0.2 to

0.8 ms (Fig. 5G), with most neurons pos-
sessing brief spikes (10/12) typical of large
putative excitatory neurons, and a small
minority with broader spikes (	0.6
ms), characteristic of nucleo-olivary neu-
rons (2/12).

IN afferents to the RNm target areas
with few inhibitory neurons
The dynamics of recurrent feedback loops
depend on the relative strength and orga-
nization of each side of the loop. Because
the RNm is a major target of the IN, we
next investigated the organization and
physiological properties of IN outputs to
the RNm (Fig. 6). We first asked whether
anatomical characteristics of the IN-RNm
pathway were suggestive of positive feed-
back, negative feedback or both by analyz-
ing RNm cell types in regions targeted by
IN. Posterior RNm showed a surprising
paucity of inhibitory neurons, delineated
with in situ hybridization for Gad1 and
Gad2 (Fig. 6B; material from the Allen
Brain Atlas; Lein et al., 2007; http://
mouse.brain-map.org), although Gad1-
and Gad2 mRNA-positive cells sur-
rounded the periphery (Liang et al., 2012).
We also examined GlyT2 expression in
the RNm of GlyT2-GFP mice and found
similar extreme sparseness in somatic
GFP expression (Fig. 6H; n � 3).

These observations raised the question
of whether IN afferents target the same
areas of RNm that possessed few inhibi-
tory somata. Dual injections of antero-
grade tracers (either AAV.mCherry or
BDA 10K) into the IN and AAV.Flex.YFP
in the RNm of Gad1-Cre mice demon-
strated dense innervation of areas charac-
terized by large somata but devoid of
GABAergic cells (Fig. 6C–F; n � 5). In
parallel experiments, IN-RNm terminal
fields innervated RNm regions with few if

any GlyT2.eGFP-expressing cells (Fig. 6G–J; n � 3). Instead, IN
afferents produced dense nets of boutons surrounding large so-
mata delineated with Nissl (Fig. 6E,F, I, J, right). Therefore, IN
targeted areas of RNm that possessed very few inhibitory somata.

Optogenetic activation of IN afferents evoke purely excitatory
response in RNm
Although our anatomical observations suggest that IN afferents
innervate areas with few if any inhibitory somata, it remained
possible that dendrites of inhibitory neurons on the periphery of
RNm could be contacted by IN axons and mediate feedforward
inhibition within RNm (Jiang et al., 2002). Moreover, the basic
properties of IN-RNm synapses are important for models of the
motor system that incorporate cerebellar-brainstem communi-
cation. We therefore used optogenetic activation of the IN-RNm
pathway to selectively study the influence of IN on RNm.
AAV1.hSyn1.ChR2.mCherry was injected into the IN of wild-
type mice (Fig. 7A). In an acute adult brain slice preparation,
optical stimulation of cerebellar afferents elicited robust short-

Figure 5. Electrophysiological properties of rubrocerebellar pathway. A, Schematic of recording strategy in coronal section of
the cerebellum following AAV1.ChR2.mCherry injection into RNm. Cell filled with biocytin after recording surrounded by mCherry-
expressing RNm terminals. Scale bar, 20 �m. B, Top, Light-evoked EPSCs in an IN cell (�70 mV). Bottom, EPSCs were abolished
following application of DNQX and CPP (10 �M, n � 6). Scale 20 pA, 2 ms. C, Light-evoked EPSCs at 20 Hz. Scale, 20 pA, 50 ms.
D, Short term facilitation of rubrocerebellar afferents. Eight of 12 recordings showed EPSC facilitation, whereas 4 of 12 showed
depression. E, Example cell showing light-evoked currents (top) and firing (bottom) during 50 Hz light stimulation. Note slow tonic
current (top trace). Raster plot and PSTH summarize changes in firing rate for this cell 	10 sweeps. Scale, 20 pA. F, Summary of IN
responses to light stimulation of RN afferents at 50 Hz in current-clamp. Fifty hertz stimulation increased average firing rates by
12.3 � 5.2% with a range of responses from 1.3% to 67% over baseline ( p � 0.05 paired t test for individual cells, n � 12).
G, Spike-width at half-maximum in neurons receiving rubrocerebellar input and recorded in whole-cell current-clamp mode.
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latency (1.3 � 0.1 ms) EPSCs in RNm neurons held at �70 mV
(Fig. 7B,D, blue trace; 322.6 � 82.6 pA; n � 11; termed IN-
EPSCs). IN-EPSCs were similar in amplitude to EPSCs elicited with
electrical stimulation from unidentified dorsal afferents (Fig. 7B,C;
207.0 � 73.8 pA for electrically evoked responses; n � 10; not signif-
icantly different from IN-EPSCs, unpaired t test p � 0.09). Light-
evoked IN-EPSCs were sensitive to application of AMPA and
NMDA receptor antagonist, DNQX and CPP (Fig. 7D; n � 10).

Previous in vivo studies in anesthetized cats suggested little net
short-term plasticity of the IN-RNm pathway (Toyama et al.,
1968, 1970). Using trains of light stimulation to examine short-
term plasticity of IN-RNm afferents, our data were largely in
agreement. EPSCs only slightly depressed over a 20 Hz train of
EPSCs, reaching a steady-state at 
70% of the initial peak (Fig.
7D,E; fraction remaining � SEM: pulse 2, 78 � 1%, pulse 10,
67 � 9%).

Whereas EPSCs elicited with light and electrical stimulation
were similar, outward currents elicited at 0 mV were not: light
stimulation evoked no measureable outward currents (Fig. 7F,G,
blue traces; n � 6). By contrast, in the same cells, electrical stim-
ulation of unidentified pathways dorsal to the RNm, consistently
evoked IPSCs (n � 6/9), as has been reported previously (Schmeid et
al., 1990; Fu et al., 1996). Electrically-evoked IPSCs averaged 158.2�
62.2 pA, and were abolished in 10 �M SR95531 (Fig. 7F,G, black
traces; n � 6). Our data therefore suggest that IN-RNm inputs do

not readily drive feedforward inhibition of RNm neurons, at least at
stimulus rates tested here.

Finally, we examined the capacity of IN to influence RNm firing.
In current-clamp mode, IN-RNm afferent stimulation at 20 Hz sig-
nificantly increased RNm firing rates to 20.8 � 1.2 Hz from a base-
line of 10.7 � 3.0 Hz (Fig. 7H,I; p � 0.03, paired t test; n � 6). Thus,
as expected, IN afferents readily drive RNm neurons.

Discussion
We have examined the rubrocerebellar pathway as a model of a
CD pathway into the cerebellum and found that it selectively
targets the IN to the near exclusion of the cerebellar cortex. In
contacting diverse cell types within the IN, the RNm is in a posi-
tion to modulate cerebellar nuclear integration of Purkinje
inputs. Furthermore, the direct excitatory pathway from the cer-
ebellum to the RNm, which appears nearly devoid of inhibitory
neurons, suggests relatively simplified integration of cerebellar
input. Our data bear interesting resemblance to circuit motifs
observed in oculomotor brainstem circuitry important for neural
integration of eye position signals, but occur in regions known to
influence limb movement (Martin et al., 2000), raising the ques-
tion of how positive feedback loops within the brainstem shown
here may influence forelimb motor control (Houk et al., 1993).
Additionally, we found that the RNm pathway contacts inhibi-
tory neurons within the IN, which, based on spike-width mea-

Figure 6. IN terminal fields in RNm do not overlap with inhibitory somata. A, Schematic of experimental setup. AAV1.mCherry or BDA 10K was injected into the IN of either Gad1-Cre or GlyT2.eGFP
mice. B, In situ hybridization showing Gad1 and Gad2 mRNA expression at the level of RNm from the Allen Brain Atlas (Lein et al., 2007; http://mouse.brain-map.org). Note absence of label within
putative RNm. Scale bars, 200 �m. Right, Zoom of RNm border. C, Injection site of BDA into the Cbn of a Gad1.Cre animal, dashed line delineating CbN. D, GFP-expressing cells at the level of RNm
(dashed line) driven by Gad1.Cre. E, BDA-labeled IN terminals in RNm, delineated with Nissl counterstain. F, Merged channels from C and D showing IN terminals in area devoid of somatic Gad1-GFP
label (n � 5). Scale bar, 100 �m. G, Injection site of AAV.mCherry into the CbN, dashed line. H, GFP-expression in GlyT2-GFP mouse at the level of RNm (dashed line). I, mCherry labeled IN terminals
target RNm, delineated with Nissl counterstain (right). J, Merged channels from H and I showing IN terminals in RNm do not overlap with GlyT2-GFP somata (n � 3). Scale bar, 100 �m. Right, IN
terminals wrap around RNm somata counterstained with Nissl. Scale bar, 10 �m. CbN, Cerebellar nuclei; D, dorsal; M, medial; CBX, cerebellar cortex.
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surements, could include nucleo-olivary neurons and convey
information to the inferior olive.

The starkly contrasting innervation patterns of the rubrocer-
ebellar pathway compared with the pontocerebellar pathway

challenge the common shorthand that ex-
citatory afferents to the cerebellar nuclei
are primarily collaterals of cerebellar
mossy fibers (Chan-Palay, 1977). Our
data support the conclusions of a recent
report of nuclear-targeting precerebellar
afferents from the caudal raphe interposi-
tus area (CRI) of the median reticular for-
mation (Fig. 8; Luo and Sugihara, 2014).
While the RNm and CRI selectively target
the nuclei, other mossy fiber sources stud-
ied with single cell reconstructions show
the converse pattern, targeting the cere-
bellar cortex nearly exclusively. Neurons
originating in the cuneate nucleus, for ex-
ample, form MFRs but collateralize very
little or not at all within any of the cerebel-
lar nuclei (Quy et al., 2011). Finally, the
lateral reticular nucleus innervates cortex
and nuclei consistent with the traditional
view, with single neurons collateralizing
to innervate both the cerebellar nuclei as
well as cerebellar cortex (Wu et al., 1999).
Together, observations that the cerebellar
nuclei and cerebellar cortex integrate diverse
information sources raise the interesting pos-
sibility that these two structures operate as
semi-independent processing hubs.

Implications of nuclear-specific afferents
Both the cerebellar cortex and nuclei re-
ceive CD information. Within the cortex,
this information has been suggested to be
integral to forward model computations
by Purkinje neurons. However, within the
nuclei, the role of this information is less
clear. Why might the segregated organiza-
tion of different precerebellar afferents
exist? One possibility is that both extrac-
erebellar and Purkinje afferents to the
nuclei produce a comparator circuit that
computes sensorimotor corrections (Houk et
al., 1993; Brooks and Cullen, 2009; Her-
zfeld and Shadmehr, 2016). Independent
innervation of the cerebellar nuclei could
enhance the comparator function of the
circuit by allowing Purkinje activity to
float relative to nuclear drive, such that
an identical pattern of Purkinje activity
would be integrated differently by the
nuclei during movement because of in-
creased excitatory tone from the RNm. In-
terestingly, Purkinje neurons show both
movement-related and off-line learning-
related modulation (Hewitt et al., 2011;
Popa et al., 2012, 2017), suggesting a sub-
strate for diverse computations by the
nuclei at different phases of movement
and learning.

Another possibility relates to general organization of motor
control circuits that frequently include positive feedback loops:
notably, recurrent feedback loops in the oculomotor system pro-
duce persistent activity that helps the eye hold still during long

Figure 7. IN afferents to RNm evoke purely excitatory responses. A, Schematic of recording configuration, isolating IN afferents
optogenetically and unidentified dorsal afferents electrically. Biocytin filled RNm cell surrounded by mCherry-ChR2-expressing IN
terminals. B, Average of light-evoked IN-EPSCs in RNm neuron (blue trace) and electrically evoked EPSCs in the same cell (black
trace). C, Summary of light-evoked and electrically evoked EPSC amplitudes. Amplitudes did not differ significantly. n � 11 light,
10 electrical; p � 0.09, unpaired t test. D, Top, Light-evoked EPSCs in response to a 20 Hz stimulus train. Bottom, Currents were
abolished in a DNQX and CPP (10 �M). Scale bar, 50 ms, 50 pA. E, Summary of normalized light-evoked EPSCs over the stimulus
train. EPSCs depressed 20 –30% between the second and tenth pulse (n�10, from pulse 1 to 2, p�0.002; from pulse 1 to 10, p�
0.003; paired t tests). F, Example of light-evoked current at �70 mV (dark blue) and 0 mV (light blue), along with electrically evoked
outward current at 0 mV (black) that was sensitive to application of SR95531(gray; 10 �M). G, Summary data of light-evoked (blue) and
electrically-evoked (black) outward current in RNm recorded at 0 mV (n � 6). H, Example trace of RNm firing before, during, and after 20
Hz light stimulus. Raster plot of firing and PSTH summarizing firing rate over 14 sweeps. Scale bars: top trace, 20 pA; bottom trace, 10
spikes/s. I, Summary data showing firing rate changes in RNm neurons in response to 20 Hz trains of light stimuli (n�6; p�0.03, paired
t test). Asterisks indicate p � 0.05.
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fixations by maintaining a persistent pattern of neural activity
(Anastasio and Robinson, 1989; Robinson, 1989; Seung et al.,
2000; Rajan et al., 2016). Given that IN influences limb control,
recurrent feedback between RNm and IN could be particularly
important in maintaining both muscle recruitment when the
limb is outstretched as well as supporting target kinematics over a
longer time scale of limb movement (Houk et al., 1993).

Additionally, nucleo-olivary neurons within the IN have been
proposed to gate plasticity induced by climbing fibers to Purkinje
neurons. Contact of nucleo-olivary neurons by RNm could po-
tentially contribute to movement-induced suppression of IO fir-
ing (Horn et al., 1998; Bengtsson and Hesslow, 2006). Two pieces
of evidence suggest that this anatomical arrangement is feasible:
first, we found that RNm neurons were consistently labeled fol-
lowing monosynaptic transsynaptic tracing with modified rabies
targeted to Gad1-Cre neurons in the IN (Fig. 4; Wickersham et
al., 2007; Wall et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2016). Second, we found a
subset of IN neurons with long spike waveforms (	0.6 ms) that
were responsive to optogenetic activation of RNm terminals.
These long spike waveforms were recently shown to characterize
nucleo-olivary neurons in mouse brain slices (Najac and Raman,
2015). Therefore, engagement of these neurons during RNm-
induced movement would be predicted to inhibit the IO. Future
studies should address the role of this pathway on sensory gating
within the IO.

Anatomical and physiological features of the rubrocerebellar
feedback loop
Previous studies of the rubrocerebellar pathway concluded that
RNm selectively targets the cerebellar nuclei (Huisman et al.,
1983). However, evidence supporting this idea was based on ret-
rograde tracing from the IN and cortex (Brodal and Gostad, 1954;
Courville, 1968; Anderson, 1971; Huisman et al., 1981). Because
the cerebellar cortex is much larger than the IN, however, nega-
tive results from cortex injections raised the objection of other
investigators that came to the opposite conclusion that the RNm
targeted the cerebellar cortex (Dietrichs and Walberg, 1983,
1987). Notably, anterograde tracing of the rubrocerebellar path-
way had not been performed, leaving the debate unresolved. Our
anterograde tracing from the RNm confirms that it heavily tar-

gets the IN to the near exclusion of the cortex. Consistent with
dual retrograde tracing studies, this afferent is comprised of col-
laterals of rubrospinal projection neurons. The method we used
to test collateralization offered additional resolution of the
rubrospinal axons. By restricting Cre expression to the RNm
through a direct virus injection, then using a retrograde reporter
virus injected into the IN (Houck and Person, 2015), we were able
to restrict GFP expression to IN-projecting RNm neurons. GFP
was readily observed in rubrospinal axons and seen in terminals
invading the cervical enlargement bolstering arguments that the
rubrocerebellar pathway copies premotor information involved
in forelimb control (Anderson, 1971; Huisman et al., 1983).

Interestingly, although inhibitory interneurons within the IN
have been recognized for decades (Chan-Palay, 1977), feedfor-
ward inhibition has only rarely been observed in physiological
recordings within IN (Husson et al., 2014), suggesting that the
circuitry may not be well preserved in slices. Nevertheless, it will
be interesting to examine the role of the RNm feedback loop on
IN output in vivo, both at the behavioral and electrophysiological
level, to decipher whether its contacts onto GABAergic neurons
influence premotor output when intranuclear pathways are com-
pletely preserved.

Our physiological data isolating RNm afferents in IN suggest a
nuance to excitatory afferent integration by the nuclei more gen-
erally. While RNm-IN afferents produced small EPSCs, we un-
covered a strong, positive correlation between tonic excitatory
current and firing rate changes, similar to those observed in dy-
namic clamp experiments (Gauck and Jaeger, 2003). This obser-
vation is interesting in light of the temporal precision of Purkinje
integration in the nuclei (Gauck and Jaeger, 2000; Person and
Raman, 2011; Wu and Raman, 2017). Preferential drive of IN
spiking by tonic excitatory currents suggests that excitatory affer-
ents could influence the gain of Purkinje inputs but not their
ability to temporally sculpt firing. Moreover, because IN neurons
are autonomous pacemakers that fire spontaneously at 	50 Hz
(Raman et al., 2000), tonic excitatory drive would enhance the
intrinsic excitatory tone opposing Purkinje inhibition.

Anatomical and physiological features of the
IN-RNm pathway
The comparatively weak RNm-IN synapses contrasted with
strong IN-RNm synapses, which produced EPSCs over an order
of magnitude larger. Previous studies have examined IN-RNm
integration in vivo and concluded that this afferent is stable,
showing little short-term plasticity (Toyama et al., 1968; Jiang et
al., 2002). Our data, which are, to our knowledge, the first to
definitively isolate these synapses physiologically, are in broad
support of this claim, but do reveal modest depression (Jiang et
al., 2002). Furthermore, these axons innervate an area of RNm
that is nearly devoid of inhibitory neurons (Fig. 6). Indeed, this
paucity of inhibitory neurons in RNm was noted in early studies,
showing a progressive sparsening of GABAergic neurons in pos-
terior RNm compared with more anterior regions where parvo-
cellular RN becomes more prominent (Vuillon-Cacciuttolo et
al., 1984). Our physiological data supported this anatomy: al-
though electrical stimulation could elicit inhibition in RNm neu-
rons, optogenetic stimulation of the IN-RNm pathway did not,
despite producing EPSCs with amplitudes comparable to electri-
cal stimulation. Although dendrites of inhibitory neurons may
invade the RNm and be contacted by IN afferents, it appears that
the organization of feedforward inhibition in RNm in relation to
IN input is distinct from other areas. Future studies examining
microcircuitry of RNm and perirubral areas will be important to

Figure 8. Summary and context of findings. A schematic diagram illustrating that diverse
precerebellar regions differentially innervate the cerebellar nuclei and cerebellar cortex. The CRI
and RNm preferentially target the CbN (black arrows; present study; Huisman et al., 1983; Luo
and Sugihara, 2014). By contrast, the dorsal column nuclei and BPN preferentially target the
cerebellar cortex (dark gray arrows; Shinoda et al., 1992; present study, Quy et al., 2011). Finally,
the lateral reticular nucleus equally innervates the CbN and cortex (Wu et al., 1999).
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dissect how diverse RNm afferents sculpt RNm activity and con-
sequent motor behavior.
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